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Themes
The subjects of the GEOTOUR & IRSE 2013, Wrocław and Złoty Stok (Poland) are geoparks, geoheritage, post-mining heritage and geoconservation (GEOTOUR) as well as the mining history of Central Europe (IRSE).
The main subject of GEOTOUR 2013 are strategies of bundling geotourist and geoheritage attractions. This means that the unique system of different short-term and long-term activities for taking advantage of these attractions should be prepared and implemented. This knowledge and experience platform may help geoparks and related organizations to maximize the market value of this special kind of geotourist products and help in solving and managing similar problems.
The main subject of IRSE 2013 is mining heritage and its protection. It includes geology, artefacts of various types, cultural processes and the setting of their time and place. Its management usually includes a synergic cooperation of a number of people and institutions. Legal aspects are important when e.g. earlier political decisions result in a need for certain cultural artefacts to be adapted to a new cultural environment without being disowned from the old cultural environment. As mining occurred in various rural, urban or larger districts and within Central Europe also across borders, necessary service level, comfort and safety that have to be warranted may need more effort to achieve. All these and related issues provide a wide platform for contributions and discussions coming from around the globe.

Conference updates are given at: www.cuprum.wroc.pl and www.kgptour.tuke.sk.
CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
25. to 27. September 2013

Wednesday 25.09.2013

09:00-10:00 Registration at KGHM CUPRUM Ltd
10:00-10:20 Opening ceremony
10:20-11:40 Session I – GEOTOUR (20 minutes per presentation)
   1. Barmuta J., Barmuta M., Golonka J.: The outcrop of the Menilite Beds in Kobielnik village - its geoeeducational significance and an example of determining structural position based on clastic dykes
   2. Majer-Durman A.: Rock row materials in the architecture of Cracow as a geotourist attraction
   4. Kandráčová V.: Tourism region of Pieniny
11:40-12:00 Coffee break
12:00-13:20 Session II – GEOTOUR & IRSE (20 minutes per presentation)
   1. Timcak G.: Impact of geotourism on Zádiel and Háj villages
   2. Gawor Ł.: Coal-mining waste dumps as geotourist objects exemplified on Ruhr District and Upper Silesian Coal Basin – comparison and valorization analysis
   4. Kobylańska M.: Using the Tourism Area Life Cycle for planning and managing of geotourist project
13:20-14:00 Lunch
14:00-15:30 Visit to the Panorama of a Battle of Racławice in Wroclaw
16:00 Departure to Złoty Stok
19:00-22:00 Evening programme in ‘the Old Forge’ Restaurant

Thursday 26.09.2013

08:00-09:30 Breakfast
10:00-11:20 Session III – GEOTOUR & IRSE (20 minutes per presentation)
   1. Havasi I.: Gyula Szentistványi - the well-known professor of mine surveying in Selmecbánya and Sopron
   2. Siskáné Szilasi B.: A new geotouristic attraction – Telekes valley
3. Madziarz M.: *Opportunities of preparing post-mining objects in Bystrzyca Góra area in Lower Silesia available for tourists*

11:20-11:40 Coffee break

**11:40-13:00 Session IV – IRSE** (20 minutes per presentation)

1. Lorenc M.W., Janusz M.: *How mining heritage can be used? Selected examples from Europe*
2. Tarabuła M.: *Mining supervision evolution on Polish territories*
3. Zagożdżon P., Zagożdżon K.: *Mining uniform in breakthrough of Middle Ages and the Renaissance – observations from Central-European perspective*

**Papers in absentia:**

1. Schütz T., Strajňák S.: *Environmental problems at mine site and its protection (montmorillonite – modified natural materials)*
2. Strajňák S.: *Geoparks in the world (Haute Provence geopark, Chapada Diamantina geopark, Hong Kong geopark, Lesvos Petrified Forest Geopark, Copper Coast Geopark and Geopark Naturtejo)*

13:00-14:00 Dinner

14:00-19:00 Field trip to Historic Gold Mine and Medieval Park of Technology, optional visit to Quarry of blastomylonite shales in Złoty Jar with Adventure Park ‘Skalisko’

19:30-22:00 Closing ceremony in ‘Gold Stok’ Hotel

**Friday 27.09.2013**

08:00-09:00 Breakfast

09:00-16:00 Field trip to “St. Anne Mountain” Geopark in Góra Św. Anny
Information for participants

✓ Conference language: English

✓ Conference fees:
  
  Participant \hspace{1cm} 150 EURO
  Authors in absentia \hspace{1cm} 25 EURO

✓ The Registration Form as well as the Abstract (1-3 pages, including tables and figures) should be sent to m.kobylanska@cuprum.wroc.pl by 13. September 2013 at the latest. The Abstracts will be published in a special Abstract volume that will be available at the time of on-site registration.

✓ Full text of the papers should be mailed in electronic form to m.kobylanska@cuprum.wroc.pl by 13. September 2013 at the latest. Papers should not have more than 8 pages plus supplements. Selected papers will be published in the Acta Geoturistica Journal (see http://geotour.tuke.sk) and in the Cuprum Magazine (see http://www.cuprum.wroc.pl/cuprum-magazine-156).

✓ All papers will be published electronically at http://www.fberg.tuke.sk/kg/konferen.html.

✓ For papers in absentia please contact m.kobylanska@cuprum.wroc.pl

✓ The Conference fee payment should be sent by 13. September 2013 at the latest. It includes accommodation in Hotel ‘Gold Stok’ in Złoty Stok (25./26.09 and 26./27.09), breakfasts, lunches, dinners and conference materials with the Book of Abstracts, papers published in electronic Proceedings as well as entrance fees to the Gold Mine in Złoty Stok and “St. Anne Mountain” Geopark. For authors in absentia it will be the Book of Abstracts and papers published in electronic Proceedings.

✓ Transport to Złoty Stok and “St. Anne Mountain” Geopark as well as entrance fees to the Panorama of a Battle of Racławice in Wrocław and Adventure Park “Skalisko” are not included in the Conference fee.

✓ Conference Programme details may be subject to change.